


THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF
SUBTLE ENERGIES AND ENERGY MEDICINE:

•  An interdisciplinary society with a widespread appreciation of the energetic component
within many disciplines including quantum physics, therapeutic modalities, healing,
psychology, consciousness, psi, and the understanding of our multidimensional existence. 

•  A connected community, dedicated to ‘living subtle energies’ as they relate to the experience
of consciousness, healing, and human potential.
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ISSSEEM BRIDGING SCIENCE & SPIRIT

2011 Conference is at The Westin - Westminster 
10600 Westminster Blvd.  Westminster, Colorado 80020

Conference Room Rates available Reservations: (303) 410-5000 or click HERE.  
Airport Transportation: Boulder Super Shuttle: (303) 227-0000 • www.supershuttle.com

MISSION:
Serve as an open forum for scientific and
intuitive exploration of integrative healing,
applied spirituality, and the subtle realms.

PURPOSE:  
Promote understanding, exploration,
research and application of the energies of
consciousness.

Individuals drawn to this unique community
of healers, teachers, researchers and pioneers
at ISSSEEM may come to connect with like-
minded professionals, others join questing
knowledge that sparks remembrance. Many
share a desire to improve the applications of
subtle energies and energy medicine, and to
keep high standards for research, professional
practice, peer review, ethics and education. 

http://www.supershuttle.com
http://www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id=1008192307&key=F633
http://www.issseem-conference.org


2011 Conference Overview

fRee to the first 295 registered!
Tao II-The Way of Healing, Rejuvenation, Longevity, and
Immortality by NY times bestselling author, Shi Gang Sha 
w/ Foreword by Dr. Michael Bernard Beckwith    more about Tao II
(given at conference with your registration packet)

Register Now!

https://www.regonline.com/builder/site/?eventid=932208
http://search2.barnesandnoble.com/BookViewer/?ean=9781439198650


Friday June 24th

Research symposium - 8:00AM-4:30PM 
8:30 -   Opening Remarks – Jacob Liberman, Ph.D., O.D., ISSSEEM President
8:45 -   Presentation of Research Abstracts
10:15 - Break

10:30 - Plenary Session
effects of a complementary (cam) medicine intervention 
on immune function in cancer patients –
Susan Lutgendorf, Ph.D.
12:00 - Posters
12:15 - Lunch

1:45 -   Plenary Session 
effects of conscious intention on Human Dna
Healing arts practitioners and meditators change the properties of purified human DNA .
Glen Rein, Ph.D.
2:30 -   Young Scientist Awards
2:45 -   Posters

3:00 - 4:30 - Breakouts (Theory, Clinical Studies, Basic Science, Single Case Studies, Devices)
Schedule subject to change. Check your conference program on site.

meet & greet cocktail Reception for Conference Registrants - 6:30 PM (cash bar)

michael Bernard Beckwith & Rickie Byars Beckwith*
energetic Dimensions of Being 7:30 PM Community Session
The Law of Emergence is written into the energetic rhythms of the universe.  This
talk  addresses opening one’s consciousness to new depths by tapping into the
subtle energies encoded in one’s being which seek to emerge through all aspects of
life.  The transporting music of Rickie Byars Beckwith captures the energetic
rhythms vibrating throughout the cosmos and in the depth of every human being.
She joins Michael Bernard Beckwith tonight commingling the esoteric language of
soul and sound.  
www.drmichaelbeckwith.com www.rickiebyarsbeckwith.com

http://www.globalpreneurs.com/playback.php?t=NDY4NjQwOTQzOTAyNjEwNTA2NzcyMzY=
http://issseem2011.eventbrite.com
http://www.rickiebyarsbeckwith.com
http://www.drmichaelbeckwith.com


Saturday June 25th

Jacob liberman - 8:30 AM   Community Session
light, Vision, & consciousness: my Journey, Observations, and Discoveries
Dr. Jacob Liberman will share his insights about light and how it interacts with and affects the
human energy system.  He will speak about the healing of his eyesight, and how that led him to
discover what vision is, how it effects our lives, and what it truly means to see.  Ultimately, we will
uncover why the Bible refers to GOD as Light. Shakespeare said, “the eyes are the windows of the
soul”, and light and vision are the key to awakening and knowing that our every move is being
guided.    www.exerciseyoureyes.com

alexander Wunsch - 10:30 AM   Community Session
living Photons – How light controls matter 
An exploration of the realm of biophotonics, addressing a number of fundamental mechanisms and
hypotheses related to life, light and health. Physician, inventor, researcher and teacher in the field
of holistic medicine and photobiology in Heidelberg, Germany, Dr. Wunsch uses the Spectro-
Chrome chromotherapy system in combination with electromagnetic fields and body sound
application, Cranio-Sacral bodywork, Acupuncture and Lüscher Color Diagnostic. His research

focuses on light effects on cellular level, photoendocrinology and toxic light effects caused by artificial light sources.
http://video.international-light-association.org/tag/alexander-wunsch/

sonia Barrett - 1:00 PM   Community Session
expanding the Boundaries of our Perception
In a unique, humorous style, Sonia Barret illuminates the nature of reality, ultimately, as a game.
Humans seek to establish a comfort zone of ideas about reality, while what is essential is to push
the envelope, tap into the possibilities, and continually reengage. Our perceptions of time, the
concept of spirituality, and a view of ourselves as information in a data stream – all part of the
virtual human game.   Sonia reveals her insights and experiences about breaking through Level One
human experience and going beyond illusionary boundaries.  www.spiritinform.com

Karl Ryberg - 2:30 PM   Community Session
monochromatic colors for Health and Happiness
The gorgeous colours radiated by raindrops and prisms and peacocks are monochromatic. Entering
a world of perfectly pure colours means seeing a realm where beauty equals truth. Plato would call
this a glimpse of the Absolute – the flawless world we visit in dreams and meditations. The
supreme information value of monochromatic super colours have the capacity to open up the vast
cognitive qualities and immense resources of the human brain.  Monochromatic light is also highly

efficient for detoxification and physical rejuvenation, including regained youthful appearance.  www.monocrom.se

members choice forum - 4:00 PM
Members deliver concurrent short talks for rotating attendee audiences – lively exchange of ideas –“fair” setting.

Peter Kater & Bruce lipton* 7:00 PM  Community Session
Known for the emotional and spiritual depth of his music and live
performances,  Peter Kater, award-winning pianist and composer, performs
in celebration of Light, Vision and Consciousness.

Vitalism by Dr. Bruce lipton, cell biologist and author
Part i. The fall.  After 1828, the existence of a mysterious, life-generating

“vital” force or principle distinct from the purely chemical or physical forces of science was rejected because it no
longer offered explanatory principles needed by science.  Part ii. The Resurrection.  Bruce H. Lipton, PhD,
proposes a “new” biology based on revolutionary discoveries in stem cell research, epigenetics and quantum
physics. These mechanisms underscore a fundamental role for entanglement, complexity, and emergence –
scientific principles that collectively provide a foundation for a new vitalism.   
www.brucelipton.com www.peterkater.com

http://issseem2011.eventbrite.com
http://www.peterkater.com
http://www.brucelipton.com
http://www.monocrom.se
http://www.spiritinform.com
http://video.international-light-association.org/tag/alexander-wunsch/
http://www.exerciseyoureyes.com


Sunday June 26th

elective sessions guide - 8:30 AM -  choose One to attend
ellen franklin, m.a. – from galaxies to cells, sound Healing, Oriental medicine and the cosmos
Journey through the solar system to see, feel, and experience your relationship to the cosmos in a different light.
Through an exploration into archetypes and myths, sound vibration, and frequency we will explore how the
frequencies of the cosmos have the power to shift consciousness, open us to a new way of seeing and experiencing
life, and set us on a path to optimal health.   www.acutonics.com

Denise Hadden, BscHons, fBOa,fsmc,fOa[sa],fcsO –
mapping the subtle Visual fields of consciousness
Visual fields of awareness may be the quantifiable measure of consciousness and the key to understanding human
potential. Denise Hadden describes a unique diagnostic tool that allows a deeply healing interpretation of the
informational fields that surround us.  www.denisehadden.com

Doug DeVito, che, mBa, and christine Upchurch
Reconnective Healing: How to activate Your ability to Become a Healer
A new science of healing is emerging that is baffling the medical community. Discover why hospitals and universities
around the world are investing in trying to explain these healings, and how you can master this extraordinary work!
Doug will discuss how this work first arrived on the planet and will review the scientific research that confirms and
validates it.     www.TheReconnection.com

michael Buchele, m.D. 
neuromelanin-The Organizing nanoparticle in cellular epigenetics, subtleenergies, and consciousness
Neuromelanin was proposed as the organizing nanoparticle of the cell in 1983, but science at that time had no
paradigm to understand this hypothesis.  With an increased understanding of quantum mechanics and the Death of
DNA Dogma as exposed by Dr. Lipton, we have a scientific framework to use.
www.healthmedicineforum.org/about_hmf.htm

mikio sankey, Ph.D., O.m.D., l.ac. – esoteric acupuncture
An introduction to Esoteric Acupuncture.  Developed by Dr. Mikio Sankey, it provides a more expansive system to
broaden the scope of our present understanding and utilization of energy (qi).
http://esotericacupuncture.blogspot.com/

stuart Tessler, O.D. – fight or flight Therapy: using light to remediate the ill-effects of stress and trauma
Due to the stresses, traumas, and overwhelm in our lives, nearly everyone is stuck in a constant state of 'fight or
flight'. This protective posture limits us and causes illnesses.  Fight or Flight Therapy is the first modality to  treat this
condition directly using specific frequencies of visible light to reset the nervous system to a calmer place.
www.FightorFlightTherapy.com

susan Russell, Ph.D., Th.D., l.ac., l.m.s.W – Understanding and working with the illness mirror
The Illness Mirror explores ways in which illness can express itself through those who are sensitive to the issues of
others. Psychology, Chinese body/ mind medicine, acupuncture and esoteric body/mind, Shamanic traditions as
well as bio – energetic modalities.  www.turningpointhc.com

franz gringinger, m.D. – Healing the spiritual Way through the Teachings of Bruno groening
A simple, natural way to help and healing on the spiritual path - medically verifiable and approved by physicians.
With the growing awareness of holistic medicine, healing on the spiritual path is gaining increased attention, even
in professional circles. One name keeps surfacing: Bruno Groening [1906-1959].
www.bruno-groening.org/english

http://www.bruno-groening.org/english
http://www.turningpointhc.com
http://www.FightorFlightTherapy.com
http://esotericacupuncture.blogspot.com/
http://www.healthmedicineforum.org/about_hmf.htm
http://www.TheReconnection.com
http://www.denisehadden.com
http://www.acutonics.com


Sunday June 26th

elective sessions guide - 9:45 AM -  choose One to attend
Vaughn cook, OmD – comprehending a more functional Reality
Why life events are often considered negative or damaging and why we experience life from the posture of victim
rather than an empowered mortal is primarily about perceptions:  how they are formed, perpetuated, and how they
create our reality. Life examples and clinical experiences will enrich the discussion.    zyto.com/directors.html

Brent Harris – collecting consciousness: sights and sounds in the african Wilderness.
Join Brent Harris, wilderness guide and eco-philosopher, on an observation of divinity in the African Wilderness.  We
will explore the relationship between our connection to the collective and the depth of our vision. 
http://www.nathab.com/about/staff.aspx?pageID=29&staffID=278&action=staff-detail

chetan Parkyn & carola eastwood – Human Design; Discover The Person You Were Born To Be
This is a visual presentation with interesting examples including historical or contemporary famous peoples’ Human
Design Charts that illustrate how Human Design is applied in one’s life.  When used in one's life, these key elements
of Human Design unlock codes that help to quicken the process of self-realization.
www.HumanDesignForUsAll.com

Debra greene, Ph.D. – How You see is What You get: Perception, consciousness and Reality
The human being is an energy being with multiple layers forming personalities and spirits. These energy layers
are subject to disturbances created by stored emotions, limiting thought patterns or outdated beliefs that can cause
ripple effects. The transformative properties of color and light will be demonstrated using energy kinesiology.
www.YourEnergyMatters.com

linda Backman, ed.D. licensed Psychologist – light is the language of consciousness
Thousands of clients during unprompted, hypnotic Soul Regression Therapy describe their intuitive vision upon
death   as pure light of universal consciousness providing guidance and healing.  Using ancient teachings and NDE
research, Dr. Backman discusses Light as Soul.     www.RavenHeartCenter.com

maria syldona, Ph.D. –
light, Vision & consciousness: essence of Ultimate Reality & Human evolution in Kashmir shaivism
The ancient Eastern science tradition of Kashmir Shaivism, relatively new to the West, is referred to by its scholars as
'Science of the Soul'. Consciousness, Light, and Vision represent the higher stages of universal manifestation and of
human evolution.  The tenets as they relate to everyday experiences becoming opportunities for our own evolution
will be discussed.

sam Berne, OD fcOVD fcsO –
a Holistic approach to Vision care: Behavioral Optometry and Vision Therapy
Conventional Eye Care focuses on physical symptoms and treats the eyes separately from the body. In this session,
you will learn how the eyes are intimately connected to our brains and bodies. You will experience that our
movement, attitudes, beliefs, and energy field patterns control how we see and react to life situations.
www.DrSamBerne.com

suzanna Kennedy, ms & michelle stein, Ph.D. –
consciousness 2.0™ self-accelerated evolution      Quickly – easily – gracefully
Consciousness 2.0 technology is a unique synthesis of light and geometry visualizations which establishes
intentional communication with cells. Language and images guide an accelerated evolution from separation to
unity. Suzanna Kennedy will show you how you can Make Peace With Your Past, Release Negative Patterns
Transform Fear Into Love, Master Conscious Response-Ability, Heal Your Pain Body, Balance Heart and Mind, Express
Soul Authenticity, Integrate Polarity, Reunite With Your Twin Flame, Download Your True Self Identity, Manifest Your
Paradise.    www.RealityCrafting.com/RCI

http://www.RealityCrafting.com/RCI
http://www.DrSamBerne.com
http://www.RavenHeartCenter.com
http://www.YourEnergyMatters.com
http://www.HumanDesignForUsAll.com
http://www.nathab.com/about/staff.aspx?pageID=29&staffID=278&action=staff-detail
http://zyto.com/directors.html


Sunday June 26th

amit goswami, Ph.D. - 11:00 AM   Community Session
The self-aware Universe
Consciousness, not matter, is the ground of all existence.  Dr. Goswami’s theory called  “monistic
idealism” holds that consciousness creates the physical world, and that the universe is self-aware.
Not only is this “the basis of all religions worldwide” but also the correct philosophy for modern
post-materialist dogma-free science. Once people give up the assumption that there is an objective
reality independent of consciousness, the paradoxes of quantum physics are explainable, contends
Goswami. He also applies his hypothesis to the so-called mind-body reason-feeling schisms, which

he attempts to heal. Sketching a model of the self, this lecture uses the new science to throw light on choice, free will,
creativity, the unconscious, and paths to healing and spiritual growth.    www.amitgoswami.org 

awards- 1:30 PM
The Alyce and Elmer Green Award recognizes excellence, innovation, and career achievement in new paradigm science.
http://www.issseem.org/greenaward.cfm
The Doug Boyd Wisdom Keeper Award honors one who exemplifies the spirit of gathering and sharing ageless wisdom.
http://www.issseem.org/boydaward.cfm

Panel: 
spirito-Psycho-neuro-immunology Merging Spirit and Science - 1:45 PM
Our understanding of health and wellness has dramatically evolved during our lifetime. Initially, allopathic medicine
primarily focused on the use of drugs and surgeries. However, with the emergence of psychoneuroimmunology, we now
recognize the inseparable bond between mind and body. More than 2,000 year ago Marcus Aurelius said, “The entire
cosmos is organized by an ordering force… The human being also contains such an organizing or guiding element…” Is
spirit that guiding element? This panel will discuss the role of spirit in guiding and animating the human energy system. 

Moderator: Scott Anderson
Panel: Amit Goswami, Sonia Barrett, Bruce Lipton, Jacob Liberman

closing ceremony - 3:30 PM
Anadi Martel, inventor of Sensora, creates a multi-sensorial phenomenon that’s been called “A soft voyage into the
heart of light.”  This fully integrated light, sound & vibration system creates an environment that unifies science, art and
consciousness – merging the senses into a harmonious whole.    www.sensora.com

Postconference Workshops - 6:00 PM  (separate fee may apply)
See post-conference workshop information on the following pages.

Co-Sponsors

AHNA

www.riminstitute.com
http://www.light-of-consciousness.org/
http://www.ahna.org/
http://noetic.org/accounts/register/?email=registrar&submit=Go 
http://www.sensora.com
http://www.issseem.org/boydaward.cfm
http://www.issseem.org/greenaward.cfm
http://www.amitgoswami.org 


Postconference Workshops - 6:00 PM  (separate fee may apply)

melinda connor, DD, Ph.D., amP – see auras!
Based on her new book See Auras! Dr. Melinda Connor will share the correct way to open your vision in the
extended frequency ranges. The process has been shared with thousands of people and most have an experience of
seeing the field before the class is finished.     www.earthsongs.com

larry Wallace, OD – History and theory of syntonic photo-therapy
An introduction to color therapy, the ocular application of specific light frequencies to treat vision disorders, eye
disease, brain injury, developmental syndromes and mood disorders, known as syntonic phototherapy.   Over 80
years of successful therapeutic outcomes are based on balancing the autonomic and endocrine systems. biological,
physiological and energetic mechanisms of action.    www.doctorcolor.com

Bruce H. lipton, Ph.D. –The Biology of Belief: The science of Personal and global Transformation
A journey that takes you into the world under a microscope, through the history of evolution and into the subtle
realms of your own consciousness. Infusing his pioneering stem cell research with frontier cell biology, quantum
physics, and fractal mathematics, Bruce unveils a revolutionary vision of life science that illuminates the hidden
connections among biology, psychology, spirituality and our imminent evolutionary upheaval. This dynamic
presentation on how consciousness interfaces biology reveals how our thoughts, attitudes and beliefs create the
conditions of our body and our place in the world.

anadi a. martel and ma Premo –
Dancing with the Rainbow: a sensora experience A spiritual journey through light, colors and
frequencies
Experience Sensora, a novel light control technology derived from 25 years of original research on the
psychophysiological and spiritual effects of sound and light and connected to the emerging field of light therapy.
Explore objective effects of various frequencies on viewers, how these derive from resonances with fundamental
physiological processes, and how they can be used to induce deeply harmonious inner experiences.  Sensora light
can effectively support various therapeutic and spiritual methodologies.

fRee Workshops

mikio sankey, Ph.D., O.m.D., l.ac. – esoteric acupuncture
The existing acupuncture systems that originally came out of Asia, even those that have been modified in Europe
and the United States, mainly focus and emphasize treating the dense physical body, with some attention to the
astral (emotional) and mental planes. Esoteric Acupuncture was developed to harmonize and align the subtle levels
of consciousness in the astral realms so to  access and align the casual plane and the higher hyperspatial dimensions
for our personal inner spiritual growth.

Kathy forti, PhD. – The nDe and new Quantum Technology for global change
We are being gifted by dimensional beings of light with healing technology to help man evolve and transition
during these changing times.  Learn how mathematical algorithms, which speak to the consciousness of our cells,
were brought back from a near-death experience by Dr. Kathy Forti.  Discover how the science of fractals, sacred
geometry, and solfeggio tones are being used as a tool for rejuvenation and spiritual change.  The presentation
shares experiences from health practitioners around the world.   A group experience using the Trinfinity8
technology will be included.      www.trinfinity8.com

Sunday June 26th

http://www.trinfinity8.com
http://www.doctorcolor.com
http://www.earthsongs.com


Monday June 27th

Postconference Workshops -(separate fee)
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM Half Day Workshops
amit goswami – Vital energy - The new frontier
Quantum physics has brought about a new worldview in which consciousness, not matter, is the ground of all
being.  In this ground; matter, mind, vital energies of life, and archetypal values of our intuition—all exist as
quantum possibilities for consciousness to choose from and create experience.  In the context of a new paradigm for
medicine, we will discuss chakras and energy medicine, Ayurveda, TCM, homeopathy, energy psychology, and vital
energy economics.   

sonia Barrett – Reprogramming Your Hologram Of Reality
The word Reality conjures up the idea of that which is real. “REAL” is simply one’s realm of focus. In this thought
provoking workshop, we will examine our unique models of reality and those we share collectively. From the
standpoint of experience as holographic, we will 1) examine the technology and levels by which we exist and
function, 2) explore activating an inner technology by which we can recreate and reprogram beliefs, and 3)
investigate the phenomenon of time which plays a significant role in our progression.   www.spiritinform.com

8:30 AM - 5:00 PM Full Day (Includes Lunch)
michelangelo – Planetary Vibrational medicine: 
Harmonizing the Body Human with the music of the spheres
An exciting introduction to a creative synergy of ancient healing traditions – Oriental medicine and Western
medical astrology.  Explore innovative astrological chart interpretation from a medical perspective as well as the
efficacy of healing with sound. An exploration of a vibrational treatment protocol employing planetary tuning forks
upon acupuncture points and meridians and the body landscape.            www.planetaryvibrationalmedicine.com

Jeff levin, D.n.m. B. arch. – Heal your life, Heal your World with life alignment
Through demonstration and group participation, this workshop will provide a healing context for the many facets of
our being – health, environment, home, workplace and even our businesses. We can bring them all into a
harmonious and integrated whole by discovering our true purpose, thus releasing the stresses inherent in these
times.   www.life-alignment.com

co-sponsored Training intensive
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM Full Day (Includes Lunch)
The Rim method: Come to the Edge
Deborah Sandella - www.innermagician.com
Experience navigating the RIM of consciousness for accelerated Emotional and Physical
Healing.  You'll leave with personal breakthroughs and a basic RIM skill that calms anxiety in
a flash. RIM was originated by Dr. Deb Sandella after meeting her dying father at the RIM of
life and death. When he survived, she committed to harness this state of awareness for
healing others. She has synthesized her skills as a nurse and psychotherapist with methods that break the mind
body barrier to pioneer an inventive new way of engaging life.

efT certification Training schedule - 
Colorado   Venue and reservations:  Westminster Westin 
Instructors: Dr. Tam Llewllyn-Edwards and Mary Lewellyn, EFT Masters
$100 rebate paid in July 2011 if you register for an EFT training and the ISSSEEM
conference!     To register: click here.

Level 1 June 15-16, 2011  Cost: $350   
Level 2 June 18-19, 2011  Cost: $350
Level 3 June 21-22, 2011  Cost: $350          Registration for Level 3 opens March 15. 

www.riminstitute.com
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=925284
http://www.innermagician.com
http://www.life-alignment.com
http://www.planetaryvibrationalmedicine.com
http://www.spiritinform.com


 Name_____________________________________  Phone__________________
Email:________________________
Address_________________________________ City______________________
State_____  Zip___________

issseem membership fee $75 (Qualifies for member conference rate.)      $_________

general conference fee (Includes Research Day, Community Sessions, Elective Sessions)
Before May 1 Standard After June 15              

Member $ 495 $ 555 $ 625 $_________
Non-Member $ 595 $ 665 $ 755 $_________
One Day ( Friday / Saturday / Sunday )      $ 239 $_________

Post conference Workshops (sunday evening 1/2 day, monday 1/2 day and full day)
Sunday June 26, 6:00 PM May 1 Standard
Larry Wallace      Melinda Connor $75 $95 $_________
Bruce Lipton       Anadi Martel & Ma Premo

Kathy Forti Mikio Sankey No Cost No Cost $_________

Monday June 27, 8:00 AM  (1/2 day) May 1 Standard
Amit Goswami      Sonia Barrett $75 $95 $_________

Monday June 27, 8:00 AM (full day w/lunch) May 1 Standard
MichelAngelo      Jeff Levin $175 $195 $_________
RIM Method Intensive     (EFT Must use link provided to register)

lunch
Friday 24 ___ $45 Saturday. 25 ___ $45 Sunday 26 ____ $45 $________

Dietary Preference (required with meal purchase.) Regular     Vegetarian      Vegan      Gluten-free

Continuing Education _______ $55 CE’s     ______$20 Conference Certificate                     $________

GRAND TOTAL    $________
Remit conference fees in U.S. dollars only payable to ISSSEEM
2770 Arapaho Rd Suite 132        Lafayette, CO 80026
303-425-4625  • Register online

Payment Option: VISA         Mastercard          Discover         Check enclosed #________

Signature____________________________________________________

Card No:___________________________________________ Exp. Date___________

This registration, along with payment of fees, reserves your space. Refunds (less $50 processing fee) will be
granted on written requests postmarked before June 1.  No refunds will be made thereafter.   

2011 Registration form

https://www.regonline.com/builder/site/?eventid=932208
http://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=925284
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